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E. Option B
Answer: B

NEW QUESTION: 2
Note: This question is part of a series of questions that use
the same scenario. For your convenience, the scenario is
repeated in each question. Each question presents a different
goal and answer choices, but the text of the scenario is the
same in each question in this series.
Start of repeated scenario.
You have six workbook queries that each extracts a table from a
Microsoft Azure SQL database. The tables are loaded to the data
model, but the data is not loaded to any worksheets. The data
model is shown in the exhibit. (Click the Exhibit button.)
Exhibit:
Your company has 100 product subcategories and more than 10,000
products.
End of repeated scenario.
You need to create a chart as shown in the following exhibit.
Which type of chart should you use?
A. stacked column
B. clustered column
C. Line with markers
D. combo
Answer: D
Explanation:
Explanation
https://support.office.com/en-us/article/available-chart-typesin-office-a6187218-807e-4103-9e0a-27cdb19afb90

NEW QUESTION: 3
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A. DfltGrpPolicy
B. new_hire
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D. DefaultWEBVPNGroup
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Answer: A
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